Appvion Launches DocuCheck Inkjet Security Papers

(Appleton, Wis., May 24, 2018) Appvion has expanded its portfolio of specialty papers by introducing a line of its DocuCheck® Security Papers for the production inkjet printing platform.

DocuCheck Inkjet Security Papers are available in DocuCheck Basic®, DocuCheck Ghost®, DocuCheck Impede®, DocuCheck Watermark®, and DocuMark® Custom.

DocuCheck Inkjet Security Papers offer the same security features as the high-performing DocuCheck product line. With a wide variety of in-paper features such as invisible fibers, indicator stains and watermarks, DocuCheck Inkjet Security Papers provide customers with security options and help businesses prevent, deter or detect fraud.

“Appvion’s commitment to remain responsive to the business market needs as well as the printing industry’s demands motivated us to develop DocuCheck Inkjet Security Papers,” says Dave Pauly, Appvion’s director of carbonless, security and specialty papers.

“The transition from conventional printing to inkjet printing continues to grow at a rapid pace. At the same time, document fraud attempts are on the rise. These two growth trends made it clear that Appvion needed to develop security solutions for the inkjet printing platform. We are proud to offer DocuCheck Inkjet Security Papers with the same high-performance security protection features as our DocuCheck Security Papers line,” Pauly said.

Printers are migrating to production inkjet printing because it improves workflow and reduces inefficiencies by eliminating steps in the printing process. Appvion leverages its security papers expertise, inkjet printing knowledge, OEM relationships, and more than a century of papermaking experience to develop innovative products in the markets it serves. DocuCheck Inkjet Security Papers run smoothly to ensure they deliver those workflow improvements. DocuCheck Inkjet Security Papers have been evaluated by Canon Solutions America and are already running on Canon production inkjet printers.

Appvion provides assurances that DocuCheck Inkjet Security Papers are both secure and easy to use. Appvion manufactures all its security papers in its own secured U.S. facility that is certified by the U.S. Treasury, U.S. State Department and U.S. Government Printing Office. Appvion is the only manufacturer of security products in the United States that operates an integrated pulp and specialty paper mill and only sells through authorized dealers for closed chain-of-custody from mill to end use. DocuCheck Inkjet Security Papers are stocked, readily available, and backed by a national distribution network and dedicated support team.

About Appvion
Appvion creates product solutions through its development and use of coating formulations and applications. The company produces thermal, carbonless, security, inkjet, digital specialty, and colored papers. Appvion, headquartered in Appleton, Wisconsin, has manufacturing operations in Wisconsin, Ohio and Pennsylvania and employs approximately 1,250 people. For more information, visit www.appvion.com.
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